
32-00 SKILLMAN AVE

NEW YORK, NY 11101 

(212)758-1970

sales@newel.com | NEWEL.COM

INVENTORY # 

062937 . .

  

3-Piece American Art Deco Fan Back Wicker Salon Set

American Art Deco 3-piece wicker salon set comprised of a settee, a large pointed fan-back armchair, and a 

smaller fan back armchair all with a filigree border and curved & tapered arms, resting on wicker wrapped ball feet 

with fabric seat cushions having a design of a bird perched on a flowering branch. (PRICED AS SET) (Available 

individually: sm armchair: 062937A, lg armchair: 062937B, settee: 062937C)

DIMENSIONS W:78”D:31”H:41”

CONDITION Good; Wear consistent with age and use

LOCATION LIC

SKU : #062937
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